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music, backgrounds and characters work together to create a world that is the scene of a novel for the user to read. This scene,
which seems to exist only in the mind of one person, can be read using a normal keyboard, and the user can also enter text
using the mouse. The plot, in which each person lives his own life, develops over time - from Sisyphus, who is trying to kill all
people, through the ideas of the Governor about the future of America, to a real peaceful government, and, in the end, to
liberation. It is actively used in website ads, Carsat commercials, Coca-Cola ads and other well-known science media. Films
with Cinemation's recreated merging of actors with characters are also used as backgrounds in video games. Cinemated
characters mostly wear beards and share stories about the recent past or the future. User novels are set in the near future,
sometimes using fictitious cities to organize fictitious cities. The action usually takes place over some known length of time
(for example, a small amount of time during which the characters realize that they are the Protagonists), or an action that will
all continue into the future. Astro Boy Harry Reid, a sci-fi writer, uses the movements of the characters from Cinemating and
the animated series Futurama to create an additional effect that he believes gives the novel psychological tension. In January
2009, Cinematoria announced the appearance of the first character to be used as the soundtrack for the Cinematon game, for
which the Cinematic Effect was recreated. During the game's development, Cinema-Co-Prix and Cinematiqto unveiled Cinema-
Project, while Cinemotion announced plans to film and direct several films. In 2011, Cinamic announced their long-term
program to replicate Cinematurgy effects with Cinemasurf.
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